Sparta Systems TrackWise
Migration: Redefined
Migrations and Consolidations Without the
Aggravation and Complications.
Did you know that most companies who bid to do your TrackWise data migration will only include two
rounds of testing? And each time, they’ll only test between 1% and 2% of your data?
Unfortunately, unless your data is perfect it could take between six and nine testing iterations for them to
just get to where they “think” it’s close enough to move to production. So it’s not surprising that today, 40%
to 50% of all data migrations go over budget and/or over schedule.

The Valiance Difference
First, our complete out-of-the-box migration solution is the only program that provides early 100% end-toend testing to identify errors and gaps. This eliminates the need for round after round of retesting. Which
also eliminates the chance for going over budget or over schedule. It’s also the ONLY complete set of Sparta
Systems-approved solutions for complex migrations and consolidations, data separations, and process
splitting for TrackWise users.

Business Benefits


Out-of-the-box source support for Qumas, MasterControl, Documentum, ENOVIA, ISOtrain, MetricStream,
all prior versions of TrackWise, custom applications, and over 30 additional platforms



Migration InSight, Valiance’s proven migration methodology for on-time, on-budget quality results



100% pre-migration testing for early error detection and remediation by users



Solutions for data splitting and automated process splitting created by Valiance and vetted by Sparta
Systems Engineering



100% testing for validation and production migrations



Out-of-the-box validation documentation set
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Sparta Systems TrackWise
Migration: Redefined
TrackWise Purpose-Built Solutions
Our program can also successfully handle other issues unique to the TrackWise platform.

DATA SEPARATION FOR DIVESTITURES - When a pharma/biotech company sells off divisions or
products to other organizations, they must split/separate their quality systems data and give it to the new
entity as part of the assets that need to be managed to meet their FDA reporting requirements. With our
TrackWise solution that job can be handled effortlessly.
AUTOMATED PROCESS SPLITTING - Upgrading to TrackWise Version 8 while still stuck with the
limitations of legacy process group management isn’t really an upgrade at all. Running in a “single process
mode” can force some groups in an organization to wait up to 18 months until everyone “catches up” so
all change controls can be done at once. Valiance can help you take advantage of all the great features of
TrackWise version 8 —like the running of multiple processes.
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Since 2005, Valiance’s migration software TRUmigrate and TRUcompare have been successfully applied
to over 500 GxP data migrations without program delays, “surprise”quality issues late in the migration
process, budget overruns or migration errors.
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